Scientific computing systems are becoming significantly more complex, with distributed teams and complex workflows spanning resources from telescopes and light sources to fast networks and IoT sensor systems. In such settings, no single, centralized, administrative team and software stack can coordinate and manage all resources used by a single application. Indeed, it appears likely that we have reached a critical limit in manageability using current human-in-the-loop techniques. Instead, we argue that resources must begin to respond autonomically, adapting and tuning their behavior in response to observed properties of scientific workflows. Over time, machine learning methods can be used to identify effective strategies for autonomic, goal-driven management behaviors that can be applied end-to-end across the scientific computing landscape. Using the data transfer nodes that are widely deployed in modern research networks as an example, this paper explores the architecture, methods, and algorithms needed towards a smart data transfer node to support future scientific computing systems that self-tune and self-manage.
Introduction
Scientific computing systems are becoming significantly more complex, and have reached a critical limit in manageability using current human-in-the-loop techniques. To address this, autonomic, goal-driven management actions, based on machine learning, must be applied end-to-end across the scientific computing landscape. The high performance computing center was previously the nexus of the scientific computing 5 universe, both administratively and computationally. Users brought their codes and their data to computing facilities, and the operational teams managing the systems carefully configured and monitored systems to achieve the required uptimes and queue wait times. However, as science workflows get complex and span distributed resources and involve a distributed team of researchers, it is a challenge for a single, centralized, administrative team and software stack to coordinate and manage all of the resources. Thus, smart systems 10 that achieve self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing and self-protection has garnered the attention of researchers in both academia and industry [1, 2, 3, 4] .
The data transfer nodes (DTN) [5] are compute systems dedicated for data transfers in distributed science environments. In previous work [6], we determined via the analysis of millions of Globus [7] data transfers involving thousands of DTNs that DTN performance has a non-linear relationship with load. Aggregate 15 DTN throughput first increases with transfer load but after a threshold, decreases due to overload (see Figure 1 ). A DTN thus has an optimal operating point. As instantaneous DTN load is determined by the characteristics of the transfers that are currently running, which are in turn determined by the parameters of those transfers, the optimal operating point can not easily be determined analytically. An ideal scheduling algorithm will ensure that a given DTN always works in its optimal operating point.
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However, since resources used to transfer data over wide-area network, e.g., networks and storage systems at the source and destination endpoints are shared with other applications, a static policy is powerless to deal with these dynamics. We report here on a preliminary study in which we apply a deep reinforcement machine learning based knowledge engine to power a DTN with smartness to achieve self-awareness, self-configuration, and self-25 optimization. Basically, our goal is to make the DTN always run at its optimal operating point (or at least avoid overloading) if there are sufficient transfer tasks. The key difference between this paper and other studies [9, 10] on optimizing wide area data transfer performance is that we try to maximize the aggregated throughout of a DTN, while others try to optimize the throughout of a given transfer.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In §2 we present the architecture of a smart cyberinfrastructure, in
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which each subsystem has the ability to act autonomously. Then we detail the design and implementation of a smart DTN in §3. Our experiment results are discussed in §4, where we present two experiments to show the effectiveness of the knowledge engine. In §5 we review related work, and finally in §6 we summarize our conclusions and briefly discuss future work.
Motivation
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Extraordinary advances in computing, communication networks, and information technologies have produced an explosive growth of highly interconnected systems, which are increasingly becoming complex, dynamic, heterogeneous, labor-intensive, and challenging to operate and manage with existing approaches.
For large organizations such as DOE's science community, with thousands of geographically interconnected systems, traditional distributed systems operation and management based on static behaviors, interactions,
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and configuration are proving to be inadequate. We define a system architecture in which, as shown in Figure 2 , each edge resource has its own knowledge engine (KE). This component acts as the "brain" of an edge resource, generating control commands based on (a) the current system state as determined from monitoring data and (b) learned knowledge of the relationship between actions and cost/benefits. Thus, the KE has three key components: (1) input features that reflect the current state of the physical system;
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(2) output control commands that steer the physical system to operate optimally for current tasks; and (3) machine learning models that capture and optimize the relationship between input and output. As shown in Figure 2 , each component is powered by a KE capable of sensing information from the environment and/or other components, and optimizing itself by learning from its history. In the current era of distributed and data-intensive science, data movement is a critical aspect. Thus, in this work, we focus on 50 designing a smart data transfer node, a first step towards designing a smart distributed science ecosystem. Scientific computing systems are becoming significantly more complex, and have reached a critical limit in manageability using current human-in-the-loop techniques. A DTN is typically a PC-based Linux server, built with high-quality components and configured specifically for wide-area data transfer. It is a key component in the distributed science environments [11] . Its performance has direct influence on the productivity 55 of the whole ecosystem.
A DTN typically mounts the parallel file system that serves the compute cluster and is connected to a high-speed wide-area network. Briefly, for a given transfer, a DTN either pulls data from the storage and send those data over its network interface card, or receives data from its network card and writes them to its storage system. For heavily used DTNs, such as DTNs at national supercomputer centers, the DTNs serves 60 as both source and destination for multiple concurrent transfers. Based on our extensive study of millions of Globus transfer logs [6], there is a big space for improvement to data transfer performance by optimizing DTN behavior. Self-configuration and self-optimization are two of the key features we are going to achieve in this paper. Basically, it means that the DTN is self-aware and knows how to steer itself. The following are just a few examples of ways in which a smart DTN can adapt its behavior to optimize desired outcomes.
• Network packet pacing. Packet pacing can improve performance [12] , but its value depends on characteristics of the destination endpoint: typically, it is desirable only when transferring data from a higher bandwidth endpoint to a lower bandwidth endpoint. Since a DTN may transfer data to endpoints of different types (e.g., other DTNs, desktops, laptops), a smart DTN should apply pacing differentially to different edges (source to destination endpoint pair) based on destination capabilities.
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• File transfer order. Rearranging the order in which files are transferred based on file layout on object-based storage system like Lustre and/or to reduce long tail with concurrent transfers, can improve the overall performance.
• Edge processing. A smart DTN may perform computation to optimize transfer performance. For example, if it detects that network connectivity has become a bottleneck, it may interact with DTN
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at the other side to evaluate the effectiveness of transferring compressed data.
• Network congestion control. Automate the congestion control algorithm or protocol selection. There is not a versatile TCP congestion control algorithm that performs optimally for any kind of network condition. Other protocols like UDT [13] perform better in a lossy network environment. A smart DTN will learn from its history to select the best algorithm/protocol for each edge.
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• Self-configure. Liu et al.
[6] observe that each DTN has an optimal operating point (see Figure 1 . This optimal point varies not only across DTNs but also with transfer characteristics. A smart DTN will try to tune itself to work at the optimal point.
• Data transfer parameters. A transfer tool may have multiple tunable parameters, whose value not only affects transfer performance but also decides DTN occupancy. The overall DTN performance, 85 e.g., total bytes transferred per day, is highly related with its load. Improper schedule of tasks make the DTN overloaded and operate in an inefficient way [6] .
In this preliminary work, we consider the last item, which directly determines DTN state and load, to make a DTN continuously operate in its optimal point.
Smart data transfer node
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The smartness of a DTN is achieved by using its self-awareness ability. The self-awareness includes actively sensing the current state of the environment and discover knowledge about the cost and benefits of its configurations. Figure 3 demonstrates the work process of a smart DTN. A 'chunk', which is a portion of a file, is the scheduling unit for KE. KE determines the size of each chunk and the tunable parameters to be used for each chunk. It also determines the number of concurrent chunks to be transferred at any instance.
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It determines these values adaptively based on the current state of the system. Since the state of the system varies dynamically, KE uses chunk as a scheduling unit instead of the entire file. Depending on the perceived frequency of variation, KE will vary the chunk size dynamically as well.
File Transfer
Tool(e.g. GridFTP) Knowledge Engine As the "brain" of a smart DTN, the KE maintains information about the current state and knowledge about data transfer behavior. As shown in Figure 3 , we explain the work process of a smart DTN and its 100 self-learning process as follows. 1 A file transfer tool requests a file to transfer from the KE. The KE 2 checks the current DTN state and 3 responds to the transfer tool with a chunk of file and corresponding optimal transfer parameters (the steering action). 4 The transfer tool transfers the associated chunk with the parameters and monitors the aggregate DTN throughout during this transfer. Once completed, DTN's average aggregate throughput is reported 5 to the KE as a reward for its actions. Based on the reward 105 (encourage or discourage), the KE updates its internal model parameters to improve 6 its decision policy (details are shown in Figure 4 ).
Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is learning what to do-how to map situations to actions-so as to maximize a numerical reward [14] . It is an area of machine learning inspired by behaviorist psychology, concerned 110 with how software agents ought to act in an environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative reward. Reinforcement learning is different from supervised learning that learns from examples provided by a knowledgable external supervisor. In the reinforcement learning model, learning occurs from interaction. It is often impractical to obtain examples of desired behavior that are both correct and representative of all situations. The actor will eventually be in uncharted territory and must learn from its own experience.
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Google DeepMind developed a solid algorithm to tackle the continuous action space problem. Building off the prior work of [15] on Deterministic Policy Gradients, they produced a policy-gradient actor-critic algorithm called Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG) [16] that is off-policy (do not need to follow any specific policy) and model-free (do not learn the underlying dynamics that govern how an agent interacts with the environment). Specifically they use the actor-critic learning algorithm to represent the policy 120 function independently of the reward function. The policy function structure is known as the actor (µ), and the reward function is referred to as the critic (Q). The actor produces an action based on current state, and the critic produces a TD (Temporal-Difference) error signal given the state and resultant reward. If the critic is estimating the action-value function, it will also need the output of the actor. The output of the critic drives learning in both the actor and the critic. Neural networks are used to represent the 125 actor and critic structures in deep reinforcement learning. Therefore, state, actions and rewards are three key considerations when we use reinforcement learning to solve a problem. Basically, action is taken to get maximum reward based on current state. We explain DTN's state, actions for steering data transfer and reward to evaluate an action in the following sections.
DTN State
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A DTN's state includes: G, the total number of files being transferred concurrently (in our case, the number of GridFTP instances); S, the total number of TCP streams; K in and K out , the aggregate ingress and egress throughout of the DTN's network interface card, respectively; and D r and D w , the aggregate disk read and write throughput, respectively. K in and K out are determined by monitoring via ifconfig. D r and D w are determined by reading the /proc/[pid]/io of all processes. 
Actions
The actions are three variables, with raw values as follows in the studies reported here: (1) whether to transfer the chunk at all, {true, false}; (2) if the first variable is true, the chunk size to transfer, in the range [200M, 1000M]; and (3) the parallelism for the transfer, in the range [1, 8] . For use in the neural network, each raw value is scaled to the range 0 to 1, with in the first case, a value ≥ 0.5 representing true 140 and < 0.5 representing false. The first variable indirectly controls the total concurrency on the DTN, as if true, a new GridFTP process is started to transfer the chunk, incrementing the total concurrency by one. If the first variable is false, then the system waits for a period (in the studies reported here, 10 seconds) and then returns to ask the KE again.
We note that the reason why we transfer a file chunk by chunk is that, the optimal parameters are 145 determined based on the state before the transfer start. However, the DTN load (e.g., a transfers completed) and environment (e.g., storage, network condition) changes continuously. Thus the optimal parameters will no longer be optimal when state changes. Consider that the current implementation of GridFTP does not support dynamically changing transfer parameters. We use the chunk-by-chunk scheme to mimic the way that we are capable with dynamically changing transfer parameters. Since there is a startup cost for 150 transferring each chunk, it is obvious that this scheme causes lots of startup cost.
Reward
An action is the set of parameters assigned to a transfer. Our goal is to maximize DTN performance. We define the reward assigned to a given action as the average aggregated throughput observed during the associated transfer. Specifically in two cases: (1) if the first action variable is true and it ends with taking t seconds to transfer bytes given by the second action variable, the reward will be the average aggregated throughput durning this t seconds. (2) otherwise if the first action variable is false, which means that the current concurrency is already an optimal configuration, the reward of this action will be the average aggregated throughput durning the following 10 seconds.
Learn and act process
A reinforcement learning model is trained by encouraging good actions and discouraging bad actions evaluated by reward. Figure 4 illustrates the learning and action process.
Actor Neural Network Critic Neural Network
Transfer the file chunk Actor Neural Network Critic Neural Network
Reward (Average total outgoing throughput ) concurrency, parallelism, chunk size
Update weights using r At Q (S t , A t ) r ✓ µ µ (S t ) Update weights using policy gradient Specifically, we train critic neural network by minimizing the cost function that expects to the Bellman equation [15, 16] :
where Q(S t , A t ) is the predicted value by critic neural network right after actor make decision A t for transfer t and y t is the Bellman function:
where r denotes the actual reward we got after the transfer t by using parameters in A t ; γ represents the discount factor and Q(S t+1 , A t+1 ) is the future reward predicted by critic after the transfer t at state S t+1 . Basically, we update the weights of actor network in order to make it generate actions that accord with the
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Bellman equation. Update the actor neural network by using the sampled policy gradient (computed by using the chain rule to the expected return with respect to the actor weights) which was proved to be the gradient of the policy's performance [15] .
We update the weights of the target actor neural network µ T (Equation 4) and the target critic neural network Q T (Equation 5) by having them slowly track the learned neural network [16] . Here we use τ = 0.9 for both networks:
3.6. Our reinforcement learning model Our actor neural network comprises three fully connected hidden layers with 400, 300, and 200 neurons, respectively, with a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function, and with a sigmoid activation function on the output layer. For the critic, since it takes both the state and the action as inputs, we use three hidden layers with 400, 400, and 300 neurons, respectively, to connect to the state input. The action input connect to two hidden layers, of sizes 400 and 300, respectively. Their output are added and then connect to the output layer. All neurons in the hidden layers have ReLU activation. There is no activation function (i.e., linear activation) for the output neuron because it is a regressor. We implement the neural networks with Google Tensorflow [17] , and with all weights initialized randomly, and use the Adam optimizer [18] 175 with learning rate 0.0001 for both actor and critic. In reinforcement learning, the learner is not told which actions to take, but instead must discover the actions that yield the most reward by trying them [14] . To avoid getting stuck in a local minimum, there is a tradeoff between exploration (of uncharted territory) and exploitation (of current knowledge). The exploration helps explore new areas of the space of possible actions, but it may give bad rewards. The 180 rewards are guaranteed in exploitation but there are probably better actions. In this work, we give a 5% chance for exploration, i.e., the action is randomly assigned. Furthermore, since samples generated from exploring an environment sequentially are not independently and identically distributed, we use a replay buffer-a finite sized cache that saves the most recent chunk transfers-in this study [16] . In each training epoch, training samples are sampled uniformly from the replay buffer. 
Experimental results
We first conduct experiments over two dedicated DTNs. Figure 5a shows the convergence of the critic neural network. Since our batch size is 64, i.e., we retrain the neural network each time there are 64 new samples, the KE is able to generate optimal actions after training with 1,280 file-chunk transfers (20 epochs). Since the knowledge engine accurately improve itself while the environment keeps changing continuously,
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our replay buffer size has been set as 1,000, i.e., the knowledge engine should forget very old information.
Dedicated environment
To permit controlled and reproducible experiments, we work in an environment in which the source DTN, network, and destination DTN are not shared with any other activity. To test the effectiveness of our KE, we run our first experiment in an isolated environment where only 195 our testing data transfer service is running (i.e., there is no other program compete resource with data transfer service). In this case, more optimal operating means better transferring performance. Figure 5 shows the effectiveness of KE. We see that overall transfer performance, which is the reward to train the reinforcement learning model, increases as the KE becomes more accurate. We note that Figure 5b is the average throughput between two epochs, i.e., transfers finished during the ith epoch are probably initiated 200 during previous epoch when the KE is not as accurate as the ith epoch. Thus the benefit in Figure 5b we observed comes later than the improvement of KE accuracy in Figure 5a .
Shared environment
Most DTNs operate in a shared environment, meaning that they are subject to a mix of controlled load (i.e., transfers for which the DTN can control transfer parameters) and other load (i.e., transfers and file 205 system accesses that occur periodically, but over which the DTN has no control. To permit controlled experimentation in such environments, we configure our testbed to permit the application of reproducible external load: that is, load that is unknown to our KE, but that is generated via a random number generator with fixed random seed, so that it can be replayed as required. The dataset to transfer in our experiments consists 150 files totaling 1.5 TB.
210 Figure 6a and Figure 6b compare aggregate DTN throughput when subject to a mix of known load and unknown external load, with and without the KE. We see that mean performance stays roughly the same in the two cases, but that variance is reduced when using the KE. What exactly is going on? The believe that the KE is identifying parameters that improve performance, particularly when aggregate transfer rates are lower, but that the impact of these improvements is being counteracted, in terms of the contributions 215 to overall mean performance, by the increased overheads that result, in our implementation, from restarting GridFTP for each chunk in order to change parameters. In Figure 6a , there are only 150 GridFTP startup costs for the 150 files. In Figure 6b , we split the 150 files into 5,404 chunks to enable selection of optimal parameter values for each chunk. (The current GridFTP implementation does not support changing transfer parameters dynamically.) That is a lot of GridFTP starts.
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If our GridFTP implementation could reconfigure transfer parameters dynamically, without reestablishing data channels (TCP streams) each time, these overheads could be removed and the overall average throughput improved. To simulate the likely impact of such optimizations, we adjusted the transfer rates used to compute the aggregate throughputs in Figure 6b by using steady state throughput to replace start-up throughput during the start up in the logs. The results, in Figure 6c , suggest that we can get at least 11.3% 225 improvement compare with heuristic approach in Figure 6a . Figure 7 shows the cumulative distribution of throughput achieved with these three approaches.
Related work
IBM pointed out in 2001 [2] that the difficulty of managing today's computing systems goes well beyond the administration of individual software environments. They suggested the concept of autonomic computing [1] 230 to describe computing systems that are said to be self-managing, and argued for self-configuration, selfoptimization, self-healing, and self-protecting as four key properties.
Parashar et al. [19] studied autonomic Grid applications that are context aware and are capable of selfconfiguring, self-composing, self-optimizing, and self-adapting. Huebscher et al. [4] surveyed concentrations of research emerging in key applications areas. Salehie et al. [20] reviewed fundamentals of autonomic 235 computing, discussed three different types of complexity that address characteristics of autonomous systems mentioned in literature.
CometCloud [3] is an autonomic framework designed to enable software-defined federations for dynamic and data-driven end-to-end workflows. Its key layers are infrastructure/federation, autonomic management, and programming/interface. The autonomic management layer lets users and applications define objec-240 tives and policies that drive resource provisioning and application workflow execution, while satisfying user constraints.
As for large data transfer over wide-area network, there are many publications that examine methods to optimize the performance of an individual transfer by tuning application level parameters. Liu et al. [21] developed a tool to optimize multi-file transfers by opening multiple GridFTP threads. Their tool increases 245 the number of concurrent flows up to the point where the transfer performance degrades. Their work also proved that the number of concurrent transfer files can only benefit a transfer to some extent, it causes negative influence after that optimal point. However, their work only focuses on concurrent file transfers, other transfer parameters such as number of parallel streams per file are not considered.
Kim et al. [22] proposed an application-layer throughput optimization model based on prediction of or fail to accurately predict the correct transfer parameters for long elapse transfers because of dynamic network condition. Engin et al. [23] combined historical data analysis with real time sampling that enables their algorithms to tune the application level data transfer parameters accurately and efficiently to achieve close-to-optimal end-to-end data transfer throughput with low overhead.
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Engin et al. [10] cluster files by size and then use a heuristic approach to estimate the optimal Globus application-level parameter values (i.e., pipelining, parallelism, and concurrency) to be used in each cluster, in order to maximize the overall transfer throughput in wide-area networks. Specifically, based on file characteristics and real-time investigation, their algorithms dynamically tune parallelism per file, the level of control channel pipelining, and the number of concurrent file transfers to increase I/O throughput. Nine et 260 al. [9] uses historical knowledge about the network and data to reduce the real-time investigation overhead while ensuring near optimal throughput for each transfer. They mine historical transfer logs to perform knowledge discovery about the transfer characteristics. Then when about to start a new transfer, they use the discovered knowledge from the offline analysis along with real-time investigation of the network condition to optimize the protocol parameters. However, these work relies on real-time investigation which It is clear that all of these work are focused on optimize the performance of a given transfer. However, the total throughput of a given DTN is limited by hardware and mostly there are multiple simultaneous transfer to/from a given transfer. Increase the throughput of one transfer via tuning its transfer parameters may decrease throughput of other transfers. At the end, the aggregated throughput of the DTN will be affected. This make the DTN operate at a non-optimal point. This paper is motivated from a perspective of overall performance. The final goal is to make DTN always operate at its optimal point.
Reinforcement learning has achieved great progress in the last few years. For example, AlphaGo used reinforcement learning [24] to beat the world No.1 ranked player at the time in a three-game match. Lillicrap et al. [16] adapted the ideas underlying the success of deep Q-Learning to the continuous action domain. They
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presented an actor-critic, model-free algorithm based on the deterministic policy gradient that can operate over continuous action spaces. Their algorithm is able to find policies whose performance is competitive with those found by a planning algorithm with full access to the dynamics of the domain and its derivatives. Kim et al. [25] apply reinforcement learning to autonomous helicopter flight. It proves that reinforcement learning can deal with this challenging control problem with high-dimensional, complex, asymmetric, noisy, 280 non-linear, and dynamics difficulties.
Conclusion
We have proposed a smart data transfer node that uses deep reinforcement learning to learn the relationship between transfer parameters and overall throughput. We argue that such a system can identify transfer parameter values that achieve higher overall performance than simple heuristics. We report on results that 285 suggest that a knowledge engine that implements such methods can indeed guide a data transfer node to stable sustained transfer performance.
While these results are encouraging, the work reported here is preliminary and has many limitations. For example, we only consider a single experimental configuration and do not compare against more complex heuristics. Our autonomic control methods manage only data transfer parameters-but, as discussed in §2,
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there are many other actions (e.g., network configuration strategies, such as packet pacing and congestion control; edge-processing methods, such as data compression before transfer) to explore in order to steer more optimally. We hope to address these and other limitations in future work.
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